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Voice Tracking

For Your Summer



Voice Track
=

The Announcer’s Voice



Voice Tracks are not new.

In the 70s used by Bob Rogers at 2UE

By Ian MacRae & Ron E Sparks at 2SM

By 1989 they were used by American Radio

Networks as the voice on up to 10 Radio

Stations in various parts of America
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How and where are voice tracks added to the “hour”?
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All you record is the 

4 Voice Tracks

The computer is the 

panel operator 
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Station Promos and 

Sweepers can be added 

later. Weather can be 

recorded when the new 

forecast arrives. (Studio or 

home). It will change for 

all programs through that 

period.



1. Volunteers need less time at the station

2. Studio time required is less allowing others more opportunity. 

(Most VT programs take around 25% less time to voice)

3. Tracks can be rerecorded and changed at any time even 

minutes before they go to air.

4. Programs can be moved or repeated



Now let’s make the program sound live

1. If you select the music or the Program Team have selected the tracks then you can add 

voice tracks.

2. It is perfect if your voice track includes the back announcement. It gives the listener the 

feeling you were in the studio listening to the music.

3. You could use the back announce to segue into a “live” program promo, preview your 

next show, add traffic info or new weather. All give the listener the feeling of “now”.

4. If the back announcement is for a performer whose information has changed, marriage, 

death, show cancellations these can be changed last minute without affecting any other 

part of your work.

5. Sponsors are taken care of by Traffic. Announcements are rotated at the time of 

broadcast. A Butcher or Fruit store can advertise fresh stock without changing any other 

part of the program. A great selling point because Commercial Networks struggle with 

late local sponsorships.

6. What about the timing for the hour. Do it right and the next program can start within a 

minute of it’s scheduled time. Hours with specifics like News or Sport can be done the 

old fashioned way using an instrumental which is inserted by the automation system.



Where care is to be exercised.

1. Do not tell the listeners that you are on holidays, burglars thrive on that kind of 

information.

2. Let the weather spots cover that information. Any comments re the weather in the bulk of 

the program can be wrong by the time the program goes to air. Any “dated” weather 

prevents the show being reused. Reused is great so your program is then heard by a 

bigger and more diverse audience. The weather info should go in the “traffic”sections.

3. If the station is streaming remember that local information may not be recognized. Eg

school sporting event. Those should be part of the “traffic” information.

4. Be careful of embargoed music. A good relationship with the artists and record 

companies can be damaged. Recorded programs often get prerelease music.

5. Voice tracking can be done months ahead, working into your return period will cover 

possible delays in your return.

6. Keep the quality consistent, radio attracts listeners who become friends, moving 

programs around or missing shows is a way of loosing your audience. Doing a “best of” 

is a way of promoting the type of program.



Listeners see nothing, it is 

what they hear.

We can create the 

sounds anyway we like.



We are looking at the Announcer Assist function of Automation.

There are program sections that seem to be common on all Automation but there are 

things you should kept in mind.

1. The lower priced versions are not easy to customize when not in Announcer Assist. 

Unless you are prepared to hand select tracks the program will use rotations to 

generate the playlist. You will only see the name of the rotation not the tracks 

that it will generate. Skilled operators can work with this but the average 

volunteer will struggle.

2. The next level software is a package containing Player & Creator. The Creator 

makes the music logs in advance allowing changes like voice tracking, updated 

music and spots. 

3. All the units can be purchased separately and can often be interchanged.



All Automation programs have 2 basic command areas.

1. The Program – A listing of the tracks, sponsors, voices. This is the one that is used 

for “On Air” and stores programs for the future

2. The Rotations – Usually a named directory that contain a list of tracks that are 

similar.

1. Songs from the 60s

2. Top 50

3. Country

4. Sponsors with contract prices of $20 

5. Community Service Spots.

6. Station Sweepers

As each is called by the software, one track is played then moved to the end of 

the list, so they rotate the material from each directory. Frequency can be 

varied by changing the numbers in each directory.

Once there is an understanding of how these relate to your program you can 

then learn how they are handled by the software.



The following are from a 

previous presentation and 

cover areas in more detail



In my perception radio is divided into two parts.

Programs

The entertainment or information.

Traffic

To the program producers this is nothing but a nuisance because it interrupts the program but on the other hand 

it is where the promos for their shows and the station identification helps awareness.

For on air volunteers it has been a great aid because all the spots are already displayed, cued, correct levels, 

correct dates and will play as one block. (Hoping schedules and production are a good team). In some software 

any “live” spots will be displayed as copy on the automation screen.

Programs Vs Traffic

There has never been a smooth path and until now one has a defined path that must be respected, Traffic. It is 

the station, the identification and promos, the 24 hours a day representation of the station. Any music or 

program is usually once only or limited on air. The material between or back and front is “the station”.



For stations and, in particular, the Traffic Department this has been a major victory.

1. Being able to have a computer display and/or play traffic 24 hours a day.

2. On Air volunteers can see the times and the material on their screens.

3. There is opportunity of moving the material but using the times as guidance.

4. With most systems the recorded spots can be updated or withdrawn by Traffic moments before it 

goes to air without having to disturb the volunteer “on air”.

5. The breaks can be structured and timed. By structured I suggest high priced spots first in the 

break and station promos last.

The lower priced packages will not include a software that will distribute the spots accurately and 

provide an output to verify billing. Packages that will do so are sold as a separate unit and are 

usually outside the prices afforded by Community Radio. Lower priced play systems may have a way 

of importing from the Traffic Packages so you can reduce costs.



The traffic information is created by a separate unit of software.

This has been used for years by Commercial Radio so that locally produced spots are played 

during the breaks in programs that are sourced from network headquarters and prepared local 

programs. The breaks and features are imported into the Player at  the last minute. 

It is just as helpful to local programs by allowing the local announcer voice track most of his 

program and later insert updates like weather traffic and news.

If the announcer cannot be in the studio for their shift it still sounds like the majority is the regular 

announcer and a second person is there to do the sections that change with time and events.

This kind of radio presentation gives the listener guaranteed product by keeping the regular 

favourites in place. The stations have spent time and effort to build programs, changes mean 

having to start the process again.



The programs or sections you record and produce at home can be sent to the station via a 

free program called Dropbox.

If you have people at the station they can add it to the automation. I always like programs 

to be broadcast more than once and at different times. Putting programs into peoples 

listening time is much easier than trying to attract audiences to a specific time.

If your station gives you remote access to the station’s computers you can see the tracks in the 

system that you can include and announce. You can assemble automated programs as though 

you were at the studio.

You can record voice for others and Dropbox it to their personal email for inclusion in their 

program.



Preparation

•Consider Your Program Content

•Prepare your program well ahead of Air-
date

•Make Time to produce a quality program
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Software

•Various free software is available.
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Scripting Your Voice Content

•Pre-produce your voice content

•Try not to ad-lib or sound like your reading

• IMPORTANT - Produce “happy” voice 
quality
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Quality above Quantity 
(Don’t Rush Your Voice Track)

•Your microphone is the key to your 
quality

•Watch your record levels and avoid over 
modulating

•Save all your final voice tracks
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Editing

•When inserting music tracks, edit off any 
‘Digital Black’ from your music file 

•Try and de-breath your talk breaks

•Don’t over modulate your music tracks
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THANKS FOR BEING A PART OF 
OUR 2020 SERIES OF WEBINARS!

We’ll be back in 2021! 
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